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With thanks to Lovely 
 
Discussion question- Long distance D/s relationships- sexting, controlling her 
throughout the day (i.e.: telling her to do things at work) –let’s brainstorm ideas 
and tell of things that we have done in the past. 
 

1) Amos- would text “what are you wearing” tell them to take of parts or undo  buttons etc.  
Then “prove it” (take a photo in the bathroom) 
 

2) Ilya- created a treasure hunt to get to his place- hid instructions on notes between the skytrain 
and his place (ie: write part of this quote on your thigh, and gave directions to next spot).   
 

3) Amos- partner in England- told her to send him a message at a specific time, ordered to wear 
an outfit, walk down a specific street at a set time.  When she was in that spot texted her to 
look up and find the guy in the blue hat (him)- gave a sense of being watched. 
 

4) Little Girl- phone sex- tell her to wear an ourfit and go to specific location and masturbate.  
Online- given instructions to write things and send them to him (ie: an exploration of who I 
am, a fantasy, research on a topic) 
 

5) Amos- give instructions- call me at a set time (be doing a specific thing ore wearing things) 
 

6) Amos- Play with the senses- ie: go sit on the couch and feel the texture- remember the 
moment/ experience associated with that sense 
 

7) Ilya- senses- could use sent- classically condition an association between a scent and the play 
you do.  Later you could evoke a memory/feeling of the scene with just the smell 
 

8) Amos- has done Ilya’s idea except with sound- would use a specific rhythm of walking at 
beginning of scene while she’s blindfolded.  Later this rhythm could evoke a memory or 
feeling 
 

9) Kitty- ordering to wear a wearable vibe while doing mundane things, but don’t cum 
 

10)  Little Girl- Orgasm denial- over a long time can get into a frenzy state everything can turn 
her on or cause orgasms (words, sounds, touch)  

 -Shannon comments- usual goal is to cause large release/ huge orgasm at  end when 
finally allowed, but this has backfired.  When finally allowed  she has become so good at 
blocking it that she is no longer able to even. 
 
11) Shannon- ordered to send a photo of the puddle on the bed and toy that she  masturbated 
with 
 
12)  Amos- tell her to wear something (small like an earring) to public as a sign  that she has 
accomplished the tasks he demanded.   
 
13) Eric- tells her to bring old clothes and cuts them off her (with her eyes closed)   sound 
sensory play 
 



14) Shannon- orders to buy specific clothes and wear them for a date 
 
15) Seann- ordered to go to “family planning section and read all condom labels-  stay there for 
10 minutes” 
 
16) Shannon- did an online treasure hunt/ photo contest- one of the items was to  take a photo of 
a cucumber, condoms, and Vaseline on a checkout  conveyer belt  at a store.  Photo of you in 
public with “slut” written on  forehead.  Photo of you at a pet store in a dog cage… etc (See full 
list at  end) 
 
17) Kitty- Tell boy to masturbate on first break at work. 
 
18) Shannon- humiliation- get him to buy feminine hygiene products 
 
19) Amos- wearing a mask/ hood in public 
 
20) Ilya- get a man to paint his nails- gradually progress from more normal  colours to 
more noticeable ones 
 
21) Amos- tell her to wear red lipstick- kiss him on the cheek.  He then wears the  lipstick mark 
for the day. 
 
22) Seann- wearing anal plugs in public 
 -put clothes pins on labia and go to church with them on still.  Later told  her to take 
these off in the mall but not in a washroom (ie: by a sales rack  in a department store) then 
leave the pins out in public 
 
23) Ilya- customized ringtones- get her to have a dirty song play for when he  calls- adds 
humiliation when the song/ring plays in public. 
 
24) Seann- food control- forcing her to eat food in a very strange way (ie: noodles  and 
sauce separate) in public.  Co-workers ask questions. 
 
25) Little Girl- when at work wear no panties and sit on seat with naked bum on  the fabric. 
 -Wear nothing but a long coat- take a photo on skytrain of flashing 
 
26) Eric- phone as a vibrator? 
 -Shannon comments- toy on market that uses cell phone signals to turn on  a vibrating 
panty 
 
27) Ilya- wear rope for a week (ie: chest harness) under clothing- wash with it on. 
 
28) Eric- chastity devices 
 -nipple ring with a bell- wears it and then the sound notifies master of  presence.  In 
public others would hear 
  -Little Girl- has worn a slave anklet or bracelet (bells)- hearing it   
 reminds you of him.  Wrist one was a way of behaviour    
 modification to reduce how much the sub talked with her hands. 
 
29) Ilya- Blogging- order her to write on a specific topic each day. 
 
30) Unkown name- order her to masturbate in her panties and then wear them all  wet to work. 



 
31) Seann 

- Write various things on tummy in lipstick and send a picture from work. E.g. Daddy’s 
slut, Fuck hole with arrow pointing down 

- Wear a skirt/dress without panties and always have naked bum contact whatever 
you’re sitting on. 

- When texted during day, run finger through pussy and suck on it regardless of your 
surroundings & people around you. 

- Fit a word into the current or next conversation, e.g. screwdriver 
- Find something at work (or home) that can be used as a dildo, clean or cover with a 

condom and masturbate in the bathroom. Text details. 
- Buy Listerine peppermint breath strips. Tear 1/8 of a strip off, touch to tongue to 

moisten, them place on your clit. Rub it in. 
- When at a restaurant with others, text me what you’d like to order. Don’t order until 

you hear back from me or 3 ½ minutes have passed. 
- Go into bathroom at work/home with a make-do dildo. Fuck yourself 30 times hard 

and fast, saying as loudly or softly as you dare, “I love you, Daddy.” You are NOT 
allowed to cum. 

- Obtain a piece of paper 3” x 4” that has no printing on it. Place the edge of the paper 
inside your pussy lips, making sure it gets good and wet so it’ll stay in place. Go 
about your normal day hoping the paper will not fall off. 

 
FreakyShiat Forum Photo Contest (See #16 in above discussion) 

Picture of a box of condoms, Vaseline and a cucumber on the NON-SELF CHECKOUT conveyor belt 
at a grocery store (ONLY these items, you can't buy anything else). Extra points for a picture of the 
receipt, showing you bought them. 

Show your toy collection; 1 pt for each toy, 3 max. 

Picture of your most "extreme" toy. 

Picture of you naked outside. 

Picture of you in underwear of the opposite sex. 

Picture of you naked in a car on the highway. 

Picture of yourself with lash/whip/cane marks. 

Picture of you wearing a dog/cat collar in a pet store. 

Picture of you wearing a role playing costume in public (not just outside). 

Find the most erotic (non-vanilla) book in your public library and take a picture (showing the library 
markings on the book and the shelf where it came from). 

Post the hottest picture you own (of you or of someone else - ANYONE else). 

Picture of you wearing an outfit made from electrical tape. 



Picture of you out in public (not just outside) with "slut" written across your forehead (NOT covered up 
with hat/hair/anything else.) 

Receipt over $25 from sex store (ex. Lover's Lane). 

Prove you've posted your picture in the "Post Your Pic" thread (post a link to the post with the picture). 

Prove you've posted your picture in the "Private Parts" thread before (post a link to the post with the 
picture). 

Picture of yourself kissing someone of the same sex (if you're straight) or of the opposite sex (if you're 
gay) on the lips. If you're bisexual, go in the opposite direction you lean more heavily towards. 

Picture of a sex toy you own that weighs more than 1 pound (on the scale for proof). 

Post a sex toy you'd buy if you had an unlimited budget (can be a picture / link from the internet). 

Post a picture of yourself in a garter belt and stockings. 

Post a picture of yourself (male) or your partner (male) wearing an "animal thong" (ex: 
http://www.abcunderwear.com/elephant-thongs.html). 

Post a picture of your bed with restraints attached. 

Picture of you posing in your favorite sexual position. Extra point if your partner is in position with you. 

Picture of you eating flavored lube (action shot). (Unflavored is not a flavor...) Bonus point for video. 

Picture of the biggest toy you've ever inserted into yourself. Extra points for an action shot. 

Picture of unconventional bondage (not using scarf, rope, neckties, handcuffs, belts, etc.). Examples of 
things that apply: duct tape, zip ties, plastic wrap. Be creative. 

Picture of a functional gag you've made yourself. Extra points for wearing it. Has to be an actual gag 
you've made, not just a piece of tape over your mouth or another "found object"/premade type gag. 

Picture of a picture shaved/waxed into your pubic hair. 

Picture of you in an outfit made entirely of liquid latex. 

Picture of yourself in a corset (no top other than the corset). 

Picture of you as a human sundae. 

Picture of you with play piercing(s). 

Picture of your piercings from the neck down (no belly button). 

Picture of you with clothes on, clothes off and underwear on and then naked (same position). 

Picture(s) of your homemade BDSM items (gags, spreader bars, etc.). 1 point for each up to 3. 



Picture of you in a dog cage. 

Picture of you skinny dipping (pool, lake, ocean, whatever...as long as it's outside). 

Picture of your naughty bits turned into a funny face (using stick-on googley eyes, yarn, paint, anything 
you want). 

Find 5 different flavors of condoms. 

Find 2 colors of condoms (glow in the dark counts as a color, neither does traditional clear doesn't). 
Extra pt for pictures of you wearing one of them. 

Find different flavors of lubes (unflavored is not a flavor). 1 point each, up to 5. 

Find a pair of high heels with 6" or taller heels. 

Find a sex toy shaped like a fruit or vegetable that isn't an actual fruit/vegetable. 

Post a picture of your favorite sexual game (ex. sex dice, etc.) 

Tell us what your porn star name would be. Has to be unique (can't be one that someone else has already 
posted.) 

Put a banana and 2 oranges down your pants (crotch area) and go out in public. Take a picture and post 
it. 

Post a picture of yourself in pony gear. 

Post your best pickup line (can't be one that's already been posted.) 

Find a sex toy that's 2.5 - 3" in diameter (not circumference). 

Picture of you in a rope harness (no clothes). 

Video of you cinching down a tightlacing corset (no top other than the corset). 

Pictures of you (men are allowed, too) wearing pasties with tassles. Bonus points for Video of you 
wearing them and getting them swinging in circles going OPPOSITE directions without using your 
hands. 

Picture of you tied to a tree in your underwear, extra point if your underwear are camo print (bikini is 
acceptable) 

Picture of you tied to a tree naked. 

Picture of you in thigh high boots. 

Video of you giving someone a lap dance. 

Video of you pole dancing. 



Find a vegetable in the grocery store that looks sexual. 

Think of a unique (hasn't been posted in this thread) punishment for a slave that hasn't performed a 
request. (yes, I know it depends on what wasn't done... be intelligent and reasonable). 

Picture of a skirt 5-6" in total length. 

Picture of you wearing a skirt 5-6" in total length (just the skirt, w/ or w/o underwear) 

A sex toy that weighs one ounce or less (on a scale for proof) 

Flash a part of your body in public (the body part should be one that would otherwise be indecent to 
expose in public) 

Picture of you outside wearing only one piece of clothing. Clothing cannot cover more than 50% of your 
body (hips are dividing line) 

Picture of you attaching alligator clips to your bare nipples 

Picture of at least 3 clothespins attached to your genitals. 

Picture of you in a dressing room wearing something outside your comfort zone (something you 
wouldn't normally wear in public) 

Picture of you giving / receiving oral sex in a dressing room 

Picture of you having intercourse in a dressing room 

Picture of you tied to your bed spread eagle in at least your underwear (or less) 

 


